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Twinning in 
materials
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Basics
• Deformation or in growth (we focus on deformation here)
• Different crystal structures (fcc, bcc, hcp, orthorhombic, B2)
• Different metals and alloys (brass vs Ti64)
• Amounts are sensitive to strain level, direction of straining, 

alloying, temperature, and strain rate

• Common features
• Manifests as a domain within a crystal
• Introduces a subcrystalline boundary or boundaries
• Theoretical twin/matrix misorientation
• Crystallographic planes are sheared a finite amount 

• For this lecture, we will consider twinning in HCP metals
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HCP METALS AND ALLOYS
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Hexagonal close packed (HCP) metals:

CUBIC

Body center 
cubic (BCC)
Some steels, 
Fe, Nb, Ta        

Face center cubic 
(FCC)

Stainless steel, Al, 
Cu, Ni

c

a

HEXAGONAL CLOSE 
PACKED

c/a = 1.56 – 1.89

Be

Mg

Ti

Zr

Hf

Zn

Cd

Co

Rh

He

c/a ratio:
Mg:  1.624
Zr:    1.593
Ti:     1.587
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HCP metals and their alloys
High strength to weight, biocompatibility, 
fatigue resistance, radiation resistance

Aircraft

Aerospace

Biomedical

Automotive

Armor

Nuclear Energy
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Deformation behavior of hcp metals
• Significantly depends on direction (plastic anisotropy)

• Significantly depends on conditions
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Tome et al. Acta Mater 2001 Proust et al. Acta Mater 2007

PX  Ti

PX Mg alloy

Knezevic et al., MSE-A 2013

Zr

Beyerlein et al. IJP, 2008Jain and Agnew MSE-A, 2007

PX Zr

PX Mg

PX Be
Knezevic et al. IJP, 2013

Temperature 
decreasing

Strain rate 
increasing



hcp metals can exhibit large differences in CRSS

c

Usually large CRSS differences 
CRSSpyram >>       CRSSbasal and CRSSprism
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Mg

3 MPa

86 MPa

Zr

20 MPa

160 MPa “Extension Twin”
Accommodates 

extension along the c-
axis

Gap

Hcp crystals have a high propensity for twinning
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Mesoscopic CRSS values for slip

Mg

3 MPa

36 MPa

Zr
180 MPa

120 MPa

60 MPa

142 MPa

~20 MPa

125 MPa102 MPa

12 MPa

133 MPa

Ti
86 MPa
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Slip and twinning affect stress-strain response

AZ31 Mg alloy Pure Ti

Pure U
Pure Zr

Slip and 
twinning

Slip and 
twinning

Slip and 
twinning

Knezevic et al. Scripta Mater 2016

lated as 2,097,152/(7.64)3 = 4703. (c) Then, 4703 points
were randomly distributed in a 3D unit cell. This Poisson
distribution of points constitutes the nuclei of the random
grains. (d) The sides of the unit cell were divided into equi-
spaced 256 ! 256 ! 32 Fourier points, or voxels. Each
Fourier point was assigned to its nearest nucleus (account-
ing for periodic boundary conditions across the unit cell
limits), determining 4703 different domains (grains).

Next, the measured 2D and the numerically generated
3D microstructures were merged as follows. First, every
3D grain having a voxel on the first z-layer was removed,
and every voxel corresponding to these removed grains
was assigned with the crystallographic orientation of
the pixel of the 2D OIM image having the same x-
and y-coordinates. These replacements determined a
structure of ‘‘extruded” (columnar) grains of variable
depth in the z-direction (from one to several layers), with
its first (‘‘surface”) layer having the same topology as the
OIM image, lying on a 3D substrate. The number of
grains of this intermediate configuration decreased to
3965 grains. Subsequently, in order to obtain more real-
istic grain shapes, especially in the transition zone
between the columnar grains and the 3D substrate, the
microstructure was ‘‘annealed” using a standard 3D
Monte Carlo (MC) grain growth model with isotropic
boundary properties (see e.g. Ref. [41] for details). The
grain’s identification numbers at each grid point were
used directly in the MC model as spin numbers and no
modification of the grid was necessary or used. The vox-
els in the surface layer that corresponded to the mea-
sured OIM scan (reproduced on the bottom layer, with
periodic boundary conditions) were fixed and not allowed
to evolve. All other parts of the microstructure were
allowed to evolve, with the result that grain boundaries

moved to minimize their areas. The annealing was run
for 1,000,000 MC steps, at which time evolution had
essentially ceased because of the pinning effect of the sur-
face layers. The number of grains was further decreased
to 3697 in the final annealed microstructure.

As already pointed out, after carrying out this numerical
treatment of the unit cell’s microstructure, the first layer of
the resulting representative volume element turned out to
have the exact same topology as the OIM image. However,
without any further manipulation of this configuration, the
measured ‘‘surface” grains would become bulk grains,
upon the imposition of periodic boundary conditions
across the unit cell. Therefore, in order to reproduce the
actual free surface condition on the measured grains, the
bottom five z-layers (z-layers 28–32) of Fourier points were
replaced by a ‘‘buffer zone”, or ‘‘gas phase”, with infinite
compliance (i.e. identically zero local stress). Such gas
phase allowed us to consider the presence of surface grains
(corresponding precisely to the grains whose local orienta-
tions were actually measured by OIM) while keeping, at the
same time, the periodicity across the unit cell (this buffer
‘‘disconnects” the surface from the bottom of the periodic
repetition of the unit cell, located immediately above). A
similar technique was used in phase field simulations of
microstructural evolution in thin films [42]. The resulting
configuration of the 3D unit cell, including the zero-stress
buffer zone, is shown schematically in Fig. 3. In the next
section, we show and compare results of both unit cell con-
figurations, i.e. the original one resulting from the merging
of the OIM and Voronoi structures plus the MC annealing,
with no buffer zone (equivalent to neglecting the surface
character of the grains whose orientations were measured
by OIM), and the one including the gas phase, for a direct
comparison with the OIM measurements.

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the 3D unit cell used in the FFT-based simulations of local orientation and misorientation evolution, with direct input
from OIM images.

3920 R.A. Lebensohn et al. / Acta Materialia 56 (2008) 3914–3926

Rolled polycrystalline sheets
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BASICS OF 
DEFORMATION TWINS
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Lattice dislocation (slip)
13
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plane
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R. LeSar; Computational Materials Science
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Twinning dislocations
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Wang, Beyerlein, Hirth, Tome, Acta Mater 2011

. . . have a Burgers vector and step height

{1012} 
HCP twin 
with 2-high 
step

{1011} HCP  
twin with 2-
high step

twin

Twin 
Boundary

matrix

{1012} twin

• Reorients the lattice
• Forms a boundary
• Shears the material

Reorients 
lattice

Mendelson MSE 1964
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Twin modes

Characteristic shear of 
the (1011) twin
Mg:  40.4%

(10-12) 
Twin 
plane

(10-11) 
Twin 

plane

Characteristic shear of 
the (1012) twin
Mg:  12.9%

7 observed twin planes

Wang et al. MSMSE 2011

Distinct properties:
• Twinning plane
• Twinning direction
• Characteristic twin shear
• Step height on twinning partial
• Consequently, 

• different twin/matrix orientation relationship
• shear zone axis
• accommodates c-axis contraction or extension



Twin variants
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V1

V2

V3

V4

V5 V6

There are six variants ν(i)

Independently oriented

Dark red plane is a {1011} type plane



Twins are mesoscale structures

1) Reoriented 3D domains, V
2) Provide unidirectional shear, g
3) Limited amounts of shear; fixed twin shear S
4) Shear rate limited by boundary migration
5) Two latent effects on slip

A	
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C	
D	

(a)	Compression	along	RD	

G	E	

F	

(b)	Compression	along	TD	

Domain for new 
slip or twinning 
activity

Boundary is a 
barrier for slip 

and twinning

"̇ = $%̇,
γ = $%,
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Manifestations of 
twinning in hcp metals• Can be identified by OIM

• Shape (thickness, volume) 
• mode 
• variant within type

• Can take on many 
configurations:  
• Twin intersections, 
• Many parallel twins
• double twinning, 
• twin chains

• If the applied load were to 
be reversed, detwinning has 
been reported to happen.
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3D twin networks

Twin chains

Detwinning

Proust, Beyerlein et al., Expt Mech 2006
Knezevic, Beyerlein et al., IJP, 2013

Secondary blue 
twins in red twins

Lentz et al. MSEA 2014

Lentz et al. Nat comm 2015

Beyerlein et al. Phil Mag 2008
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Double twin



Twinning is statistical in nature
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GRAIN AREA, GRAIN ORIENTATION, GRAIN ORIENTATION
• Not all favorably oriented grains twin
• Some not favorably oriented grains twin
• Only 40% of twin variants have highest Schmid factor
• Not all grains of the same orientation twin
• Twinned grains contain variable numbers of twins
• Not all grains of the same size twin
• Twins have variable thickness

{10-12} tensile twinsFEATURE Mg 3% 
# of grains 2340
# of twins 8550

# of twinned grains 1534

# of grain boundaries 11698

Beyerlein et al., Phil Mag 2010

300K Mg



STAGES OF GROWTH OF 
TWINNING UNDER 
DEFORMATION
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Multiscale stages in twin development

Stage 1:  Formation
Embryo

(a) Nucleation

		

		

(b) Propagation

		

		

(c) Growth

		

		 		 		

ATOMIC TO 
NANOSCALE

1) NUCLEATION

Stage 3:  Expansion
Lamellae

SUBMICRON TO 
MICRON SCALE

3) EXPANSION:  
THICKENING

Stage 2:  Propagation
Embryo->Lamella

NANOSCALE TO 
SUBMICRON

2) EXPANSION:  
PROPAGATION
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Observations

Nucleation

Atomic to 
dislocation-scale

40 nm

Courtesy of Lin Jiang, UC-Irvine

Propagation

Substructure-
subgrain-scale

investigated here, and the lack of bend contours
apparent during straining, indicate that minimal buck-
ling or bending took place. It was assumed that
detwinning occurs exclusively through the reverse
motion of the twin boundary, consistent with References
1, 19, 23, 24. The reversal of the sense of loading instead
demonstrates the activation of an alternative detwinning
mechanism. Instead of the boundary that previously
advanced into the parent matrix material under tension,
reversing direction under compression, a new twin
nucleates at the twin-matrix interface and grows within
the first twin (Figure 2). Recent simulations by Wang
et al.[25] estimate that the latter mechanism may account
for about 10 pct of the twin activity during cycling.

Several videos, including one of the detwinning event
from Figure 2, are available as supplemental material.
Figures 2 through 4 represent key frames from these
videos. It is important to note that the second-generation
twin that nucleates is a special case, because it has the
same orientation as the original parent matrix. That is,
the second-generation twin has the same twin plane and
reverse twin shear as the first-generation twin and, thus,
twins the first-generation twin back to the original
parent orientation. There are several reasons that the
second-generation twin and parent matrix are believed
to be of the same orientation. First, similar contrast
conditions are present in both. Second, such a second-
generation twin is the variant within the first-generation

Fig. 2—Detwinning under compression through nucleation of second-generation twin. The second-generation twin nucleates at the interface
between matrix and first-generation twin and grows within the twin. The cyan cross shows a fiducial mark common to all subfigures (Color figure
online).

Fig. 3—Recession of second-generation twin under tension. Residual contrast is seen at the ‘‘high water mark’’ (HWM), is shown as dashed yel-
low lines in (c), and is a result of a disruption in an oxide layer at the surface of the foil. In addition, dislocation content is left behind as the
second-generation twin recedes (red solid line in (c)). The cyan cross shows a fiducial mark common to all subfigures (Color figure online).

Fig. 4—Detwinning through re-nucleation and growth of second-generation twin. Nucleation and growth occur at site of previous twin. The
cyan cross shows a fiducial mark common to all subfigures (Color figure online).

METALLURGICAL AND MATERIALS TRANSACTIONS A
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METALLURGICAL AND MATERIALS TRANSACTIONS A

(Morrow et al, 
MMT-A, 2013)

Growth

A	
B	

C	
D	

(a)	Compression	along	RD	

G	E	

F	

(b)	Compression	along	TD	

Grain-scale
Plasticity

Courtesy of Arul Kumar LANL
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Other variants of growth at the mesoscale

(a) Nucleation

		

		

(b) Propagation

		

		

(c) Twin growth

		

(d) Twin transmission

		

		

(e) Multiple twin formation

		

		
		

		

		 		

Parallel twins Twin-twin junctions Double-twinning

		

		

		

		 		 		

		 		

		

(a) Nucleation

		

		

(b) Propagation

		

		

(c) Twin growth

		

(d) Twin transmission

		

		

(e) Multiple twin formation

		

		
		

		

		 		

Parallel twins Twin-twin junctions Double-twinning

		

		

		

		 		 		

		 		

		

Twin transmission Parallel twins

Double twinningTwin-twin junctions

Twin growth

SEVERAL DISTINCTIVELY DIFFERENT RESPONSES 
ARE POSSIBLE
• How are these accomplished?
• What drives them?
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NUCLEATION
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Nucleation

Twin embryos

(b) Twin nucleation at GB 

(c) Twin nucleation at twin-interface 

(a) Homogenous twin nucleation inside a crystal 

(d) Twin nucleation at crack surface 

40 nm

Courtesy of Lin Jiang, UC-Irvine

Inside a Zn crystal

Single crystal 
Mg pillar

Braisaz et al. 1997

(b) Twin nucleation at GB 

(c) Twin nucleation at twin-interface 

(a) Homogenous twin nucleation inside a crystal 

(d) Twin nucleation at crack surface At a crack surface

Basha et al. 2018

Embryos take on a 
seed-like or 

ellipsoidal shape
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Jiang et al. MSE-A, 2019

Wang and Beyerlein MSMSE 2012

MD: in a low angle boundary

At a {1012} twin boundary
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deformation (10!2 s!1), as the axial strain produced by propagation
of the f1012g twin is not sufficient to accommodate the applied
strain at a given time, the strain energy accumulates and increases
with applied strain (Supplementary Movie S11). When the twin
grows to reach the required twin thickness for basal slip, basal slip
promptly activates to release the accumulated strain energy and
swiftly catches up to the applied strain (Fig. 13c). Although favored
by the Schmid factor, the activation of basal slip within the f1012g
twin competes with the twin growth and is determined by the
strain energy accumulated within the twin as a consequence of the
rate-limiting strain release by twin growth.

4. Discussion

4.1. Nucleation and growth mechanisms of the f1012g twin

Twinning occurs heterogeneously at locations of high stress
concentration. Grain boundaries (GBs) are usually one of the most
preferential sites for the nucleation of twins in bulk Mg [22,55e57].
Single crystal Mg pillars, in the absence of preexisting GBs and TBs,
require an alternative source for twin nucleation. Our in-situ TEM
directly shows that it is dislocation pile-up that provides local stress
concentration for twin nucleation in the Mg ½2110# pillars.

Fig. 8. Detailed process of the activation of basal slip from the pile-up of prismatic <a> dislocations. (a) The straight line contrast running along the basal plane indicates the
formation of a stacking fault (SF) (white arrows). A series of parallel SFs running on basal planes is likely to form by cross-slip and subsequent dissociation of the screw component
of the half-loop shaped prismatic <a> dislocations. The corresponding in-situ TEM movie is provided as Supplementary Movie S6. (b) Schematic model illustrating the in-situ TEM
observation.

Fig. 9. TEM snapshots showing the detailed process of twin nucleation and propagation. (a) Nucleation of a twin at the junction between prismatic <a> dislocation and basal SFs
(indicated by a green circle), followed by twin propagation and thickening. (b) Sudden nucleation and subsequent propagation of a twin observed from another pillar. Note that
different twin variants with the same Schmid factor have been ativated in the pillars shown in (a) and (b) (refer to Table 1). The corresponding in-situ TEM movie is provided as
Supplementary Movie S7. (c) Schematic illustration showing the nucleation and propagation of a twin at the dislocation junction. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

J. Jeong et al. / Acta Materialia 158 (2018) 407e421 415

the Ag addition affects segregation at various interfaces such as
twin boundaries, stacking faults, and grain boundaries.
Atomic-scale characterization was carried out using high-angle
annular dark-field (HAADF) scanning transmission electron micro-
scopy (STEM) with an ultra-high spatial resolution of !0.10 nm,
which provided a more precise and reliable structural interpreta-
tion of chemical ordering, and a better understanding of the atomic
configuration [30,31]. Since the differences in atomic numbers
between the constituent elements are fairly large (Mg: 12, Gd:
64, Y: 39, Ag: 47), we were able to obtain Z (atomic number) – con-
trast images to differentiate segregated heavy solute atoms. Basing
on comprehensive analysis of electron diffraction patterns, atomic
resolution images and also sub-nanometer chemical analysis with
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), we were able to
establish models of atomic segregation at coherent twin bound-
aries, stacking faults and grain boundaries.

Fig. 1. Optical micrograph of the microstructure of the Mg–Gd–Y–(Ag)–Zr alloy
subjected to 75% hot-rolling.

Fig. 2. TEM images and selected area diffraction of lamellae structures in the hot rolled Mg–Gd–Y–(Ag) alloy: (a) and (b) {10 !11} twin (TBI); (c) and (d) {10 !12} twin (TBII);
and (e) and (d) lamellar grain boundary (LGB).

H. Zhou et al. / Acta Materialia 95 (2015) 20–29 21
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(a)

(b)

100	µm

(c)

Jeong et al. Acta Mater 2018

Jiang et al. unpublished

40 nm



Twin nucleation at grain boundaries
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Ti, from L. Wang et al. 2010, Scripta Mater

Mg-Ce, B. Adams et al. Mat. Sci. Forum 2012

Load 
Direction Twin nucleation from boundaries

New twins from 
other boundaries

Another new set of twins 
from other boundaries

Zr:
Courtesy of Ellen Cerreta

Heterogeneous activation
Driven by GBs  and 
neighborhood
Small scale process 



Twin nucleation in hcp metals
28

Glide plane 
Mendelson 1969, 1970
Capolungo and Beyerlein 2008 (3D)
Mahajan, 2013

bLD

bLD ⇒ bR + nbTD

ΔW =Wcore −ΣWint +γr −Wwork

Energy

Conservation of the Burgers vector

Stair rod

Twinning 
dislocation

bTD

bR

Twin plane

Capolungo and Beyerlein 2008 (3D)



A possible grain boundary mechanism for twin 
nucleation
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GBDs in boundary 
interact with 

dislocation pile up

Pile up

Coalesce of many seeds into 
a single twin embryo

{1012} Twin nucleusLow angle tilt 
boundary

Dissociation of GBDs 
into n twin “seeds”

{1012} Twinning partials

b⇒ bR + nbTD

ΔW =Wcore −ΣWint +γr −Wwork

Energy

Conservation of the Burgers vector

Beyerlein and Tome, Proc. Roy. Soc. A, 2010



MD simulation:  Symmetric tilt boundaries 
contain defects with large Burgers vectors
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q = 6.68o

q = 10.61o

q = 13.18o

q=28.16o

Large grain 
boundary 

defects 
(GBDs)

q = 28.16o

Wang, Beyerlein, MMTA 2012; Wang and Beyerlein 2012, MSMSE

q = 28.16o

Grain A
Grain B

Tilt angle
2q



MD simulation of twin nucleation
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Wang, Beyerlein, MSMSE, 2012
Wang, Beyerlein, Tome, IJP, 2014 

Formation of “twin seeds”

Coalescence of “twin seeds”

Pile up runs into a tilt boundary

Formation of a twin embryo

Characteristic size



Experimental observations

Tip

SX Mg thin film 
contains a pre-existing 

{10-12} twin

Local <a>-axis load 
applied to the SX Mg 

film 

L.Jiang et al. MSE-A, 2019

500 nm

1) The {10-12} twin tip 
advances

2) It moves forward but 
does not widen

2) a second {10-11} twin 
emanates from the growing 

{1012} boundary

C-axis 
extension 
(10-12) 
Twin

C-axis 
contraction 

(10-11) Twin
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A contraction {10-11} twin embryo forms as load is applied

33

More <a> axis applied strain

Compared with 
the local stress 
calculation, the 
CTW has the 
highest TRSS 
according to the 
calculation of the 
local stresses



PROPAGATION
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Nucleation

From embryo to lamella

A	
B	

C	
D	

(a)	Compression	along	RD	

G	E	

F	

(b)	Compression	along	TD	

(a) Twin embryo in single crystal Zinc (b) Twin embryo at GB in Mg 

(d) Dislocations in Mg twin (c) Twin interface and dislocations in Ti 
Twins emanating from the grain boundary
Courtesy of V. Livescu et al.

Khosravani et al. 2015

Zhang et al. 2014

Propagation

They extend into 
wedge like shape

35



Including discrete twins in CP modeling

A	
B	

C	
D	

(a)	Compression	along	RD	

G	E	

F	

(b)	Compression	along	TD	

EBSD of deformed twin structure

stress and strain state within the twin (i.e., through
Eq. (11)), which are then averaged to calculate the aggre-
gate stress state after the self-consistency relations are sat-
isfied. This latter point becomes important when the initial
twin shear is large, as explained below.

In reality, while the conditions for twin nucleation are
not well understood, and the condition for initial twin
propagation is similar to that of a crack [18]: while a rather
large local shear stress is required to destabilize it, the stress
for propagation is smaller. As a consequence, once acti-
vated, it tends to lower the elastic energy by growing to a
more energetically favorable size. This process involves
‘overshoot’, that is, a larger shear than the one actually
required to accommodate the applied deformation. In what
follows, an a priori assumption is made of the initial twin
size ‘at birth’ and hence the approach is termed the ‘finite
initial fraction’ (FIF) approach. By assuming that the twin
nucleates and grows to a fixed volume fraction f 0 of its par-
ent grain, one is effectively prescribing a fix initial plastic
shear for the twin system. This plastic shear is related to
the fixed volume through Eq. (9):

c0 ¼ f 0St ð12Þ

This ‘excess’ plastic shear will generate a back-stress be-
tween the parent and twin because of the constraint of
the surrounding polycrystal. This situation is sketched in
Fig. 1a and b, showing schematically the ‘before’ and
‘after’ geometry of the twinned grain, and the reaction
stress from the surrounding medium opposing the shear.
One can estimate this back-stress by assuming that the im-
posed plastic shear strain results in an equal and opposite
elastic shear strain:

e0;t
ij ¼ $ mt

klc
0 ð13Þ

where e0;t
ij is the elastic back-strain in global coordinates,

and mt
kl is the Schmid tensor for the twin system. Eq. (13)

is equivalent to saying that the parent grain is infinitely
stiff compared with the twin and thus not accommodating
any of the plastic shear, forcing the twin to develop an
equal and opposite elastic strain. Of course, the grain in
which the twin appears could accommodate the strain elas-
tically or even elasto-plastically, so the stress relaxation
computed by this relation clearly represents an upper-
bound approximation. Accepting this limitation for the
time being, the back-stress (stress in the inclusion) is found
simply as

r0;t
ij ¼ Ctwin

ijkl e0;t
kl ð14Þ

where Ctwin
ijkl is the elastic stiffness tensor of the twin. For the

parent grain, the stress relaxation is introduced by correct-
ing the current stress with the calculated back-stress
weighted by the initial relative size of the twin f 0:

rparent ¼ rparent þ
P

tr
0;tf 0

1 $
P

tf 0
ð15Þ

where the sum is made over the twin systems t, which be-
come active in the current step (in symmetrically oriented
grains, multiple twin systems may become active in the
same step). From a physical point of view, one would ex-
pect that the stress in the parent (and specifically the shear
component parallel to the twin plane) to relax upon twin
activation, and to a larger extent than initially determined
through Eqs. (1)–(7) owing to the ‘overshoot’ argument ex-
pressed above (and quantified by Eqs. (12) and (13). When
the twin grows beyond the shear required by Eqs. (1)–(7), it
induces a reaction stress from the medium, which is oppo-
site to the sense of the twin shear (Fig. 1). By weighting of
this reaction by f 0, the stress is ‘spread’ over the volume of
the parent grain. In a simplified way, one is trying to cap-
ture simultaneously a twin–parent interaction (for which
the authors have referred to a recent FE study [17]) and

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of a typical grain in extruded Mg showing the crystallographic elements and the compression direction (shaded arrows); (b)
schematic of the tensile twin domain and the medium-induced reaction stresses (arrows) associated with activating a ‘FIF’. A ‘tensile’ reaction component
perpendicular to the page (not drawn) is also present.
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stress and strain state within the twin (i.e., through
Eq. (11)), which are then averaged to calculate the aggre-
gate stress state after the self-consistency relations are sat-
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come active in the current step (in symmetrically oriented
grains, multiple twin systems may become active in the
same step). From a physical point of view, one would ex-
pect that the stress in the parent (and specifically the shear
component parallel to the twin plane) to relax upon twin
activation, and to a larger extent than initially determined
through Eqs. (1)–(7) owing to the ‘overshoot’ argument ex-
pressed above (and quantified by Eqs. (12) and (13). When
the twin grows beyond the shear required by Eqs. (1)–(7), it
induces a reaction stress from the medium, which is oppo-
site to the sense of the twin shear (Fig. 1). By weighting of
this reaction by f 0, the stress is ‘spread’ over the volume of
the parent grain. In a simplified way, one is trying to cap-
ture simultaneously a twin–parent interaction (for which
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“Self stress” of a twin
(a) FFT model setup: SX (b) TRSS profile after twinning 
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Consider “self” stress field:  
single twin inside its parent single crystal
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